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ABSTRACT A theoretical model for electroporation of multilamellar lipid system due to a series of large electrical pulses is
presented and then used to predict the functional dependence of the transport of charged molecules. Previously, electroporation
has been considered only for single bilayer systems such as artificial planar bilayer membranes and cell membranes. The former
have been extensively studied with respect to electrical and mechanical behavior, and the latter with respect to molecular
transport. Recent experimental results for both molecular transport and electrical resistance changes in the stratum corneum
(SC) suggest that electroporation also occurs in the multilamellar lipid membranes of the SC. In addition, there is the possibility
that other skin structures (the "appendages") also experience electroporation. A compartment model is introduced to describe
the transport of charged species across the SC, and the predicted dependence is compared with available data. In this model,
the SC is assumed to contain many hydrophilic compartments in series separated by boundary bilayers, so that these com-
partments become connected only upon electroporation. Two limiting cases for the transport of charged molecules are con-
sidered: (1) transport along tortuous inter-bilayer pathways in each compartment, followed by transport across individual bound-
ary bilayers due to electroporation, and (2) transport along straight-through pathways in the boundary bilayers with fast mixing
in each compartment, which includes the interior space of corneocytes. Both models were fitted to the experimental data. The
large electropore radius ('i - 200 A) and porated fractional area ( Ir - 10-3) obtained from the fitting for the tortuous model relative
to the more reasonable values obtained for the straight-through model (r. - 4 A, f. - 10-6) suggest that the latter is a more
realistic description of electroinduced transport of ionized species through the skin.
NOTATIONS
A = zeE/kT
ao = area per lipid molecule
B = zeEavD/kT
C = concentration
Co = concentration at x = 0
cs,<x) = stationary concentration profile
D = diffusion coefficient
t> = D(flh)
d = bilayer thickness, -50 A
E = electric field strength
E = E/{3
Eav = time-averaged strength of electric field
e = absolute value of electric charge
f = a fractional area of all pathways
H = SC layer thickness, -20 j..l.m
Fi = H{3
h = distance between the cells in x direction, 0.05 j..l.m
h = the thickness of boundary layer between two compart-
ments
J = average flux density per unit of apparent surface
Jeff = efflux density
Jinf = influx density
j = flux density through a single pathway
j = time-averaged flux
Kp = the rate of hydrophilic pore formation
k = Boltzman constant
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= comeocyte length, -30 j..l.m
= comeocyte thickness, -1 j..l.m
= pore density
= the number of lipid bilayers in SC (in sequence)
= the number of comeocytes in SC (in sequence)
= the resistance of the surrounding solution
= the resistance of the compartment interior
= the voltage-dependent resistance of the boundary lipid
bilayers
= the resistance of SC, -lOS ohms cm2 in normal condition
= the resistance of the main pathway for small ions (e.g.,
Na\ en
= pore radius
= pore radius at the transition point from hydrophilic to
hydrophobic state
= pore radius in the straight-through model
= pore radius in the tortuous model
= area of the membrane
= absolute temperature, K
= time
= renormalized time
= diffusional relaxation time
= time of electrotreatment
= front movement time
= interpulse pause
= migrational relaxation time
= pulse duration
= outer voltage drop
= voltage drop on Rf
= voltage drop on the layer of SC
= eUjkT
= velocity of front movement
= coordinate
= f3x renormalized distance
= charge number
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a 'lTr;(Ew - Em}eJ2dkTn2
(3 = tortuosity of the pathway
r = partition coefficient
'Y = the accessible fraction of the compartments volume
<\ = the thickness of epidermis
<\W = activation energy of hydrophilic pore formation
<\WO = activation energy of hydrophilic pore formation at
(u = 0)
8 = inter-bilayer thickness, 5-10 A
v = frequency of lateral fluctuations of lipid molecule
Em = dielectric permittivity of membrane
Ew = dielectric permittivity of water
Eo = dielectric constant of vacuum
p = the specific resistance of the electrolyte solution
INTRODUCTION
Drug delivery through the skin has a number of potential
advantages relative to other means of administration, includ-
ing the reduction ofenzymatic drug degradation and the abil-
ity to establish uniform (steady) drug delivery. The difficulty
with transdermal drug delivery is that the skin is a formidable
barrier that significantly reduces the transport of extraneous
substances, especially large, ionized molecules. Many thera-
peutically useful substances have high molecular weights
and are hydrophilic or ionized. It is important, therefore, to
permeabilize the skin transiently and reversibly to achieve
therapeutic transdermal drug delivery. A similar problem of
drug uptake by cells in suspension has been addressed by
electrical treatment with short pulses of a strong electric
field. It was shown that cell permeabilization is a conse-
quence of the electroporation of plasma membranes, which
results in the creation of new pathways through the lipid
bilayer. This phenomenon has been widely studied in a va-
riety of lipid bilayers and cell membranes (Neumann and
Rosenheck, 1972; Kinosita and Tsong, 1977; Abidor et aI.,
1979; Tsong, 1991; Weaver, 1992; Weaver, 1993). Electro-
poration is now used in many therapeutic applications: drug
delivery into cells and liposomes, including uptake of large
molecules such as DNA, and the insertion of membrane pro-
teins in cell membranes (for references, see Neumann et aI.,
1979; Chang et aI., 1992). In addition, anti-tumor drug de-
livery (Mir et aI., 1991; Orlowski and Mir, 1993) and in vivo
~l~ctrotransformation (Titomirov et aI., 1991) are two prom-
Ismg therapeutic applications. It has been suggested that
transport in all cases is through transient pores in the lipid
membrane produced by the electric field. It is important to
mention that the electric field plays a double role by causing
pore formation and by acting as a driving force during elec-
trophoresis (Xie and Tsong, 1990; Klenchin et aI., 1991;
Sukharev et aI., 1992).
Utilization of an electric field in transdermal delivery is
not new. Iontophoresis, which was described many years ago
(for references, see Burnette, 1989). Increased drug delivery
in this case is because electromigration is more effective than
passive diffusion. In the range of small applied voltages
(U < 1 V), where all effects are linear with the field, there
is no evidence to suggest the creation of new pathways (Dinh
et aI., 1993). From direct measurements (Cullander and Guy,
1991; Scott et aI., 1993), it has been determined that the
primary iontophoretic patltway for small ions is associated
with skin appendages (e.g., sweat glands and hair follicles)
(see Fig. 1). At the same time, it is not possible to exclude
transport through preexisting pathways within the lipid
lamellae-corneocytes region of the stratum corneum (SC),
especially for small ions (Grimnes, 1983; Monteiro-Riviere
et aI., 1994). In any case, it is clear that at a potential dif-
ference of less than 1 V, the electric field provides only a
driving force for ion migration, not for the creation of a new
patltway. The situation, however, changes drastically with
increasing voltage. For example, at a potential of a few volts
(Kasting and Bowman, 1990a, b), the current-voltage behav-
ior of human skin becomes nonlinear. Under these condi-
tions, a steady-state potential develops with significant lag
time, and the system acquires some features of irreversibility.
This behavior is contrary to classical electrodiffusion theory,
leading to a description of this nonohmic behavior in terms
of either interfacial limiting stages or electroporation
(Kasting and Bowman, 1990a, b). No distinction between
these two hypotheses was discussed, however, even though
only the latter can explain irreversibility. Also, in these de-
scriptions of nonohmic behavior, there is no discussion of the
site of electroporation, although it seems likely that if the ap-
plied potential (U) is about 1 V,l only a few layers of the cells
could be porated. This suggests that skin appendages are
primarily involved and that electroporation could take place
at the level of the epithelial cells that line the appendages.
Moreover, for U - 1 V, it is unlikely that electroporation
occurs in the SC, because there are on order of 100 lipid
bilayers in a series, resulting in a voltage drop of about 10
mV on each. Indeed, this value is significantly smaller than
the typical "threshold voltage" for lipid bilayer electropo-
ration.2 However, when the voltage applied across the skin
(UJ is increased to about 50 V, the situation changes dra-
matically. As shown in Prausnitz et aI. (1993), after the treat-
ment of human skin in vitro by a sequence of high-voltage,
short duration pulses, the flux of calcein increased by several
orders of magnitude. Similar results were obtained for the
electroporative transport of metoprolol through rat skin
(Vanbever et aI., 1994). In addition, even a single, high volt-
age pulse is sufficient to increase significantly the ionto-
phoretic transport of peptides through human skin in vitro
(Bommannan et aI., 1993, 1994). There is reason to believe,
therefore, that these results are due to tlte creation of new
pathways in the SC under the influence of an electric field?ecaus~ ~n this case, the voltage drop across a single bilaye;
IS suffICIent for electroporation. At the same time, the
1 Here, U is the applied voltage across the solution and skin. The skin's
resistance (measured in the presence of small ions such as Na+ and CI-)
before electroporation (-10' ohms cm2) is much larger than that of the
bathing solution (-10> ohms cm2). As a consequence, most of the voltage
drop occurs across the skin. After electroporation, the skin and solution
resistance are of the same order of magnitude.
2 Strictly speaking, "threshold voltage" is a conditional notion because it
depends on the pulse duration.
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activation of the usual iontophoretic pathways through skin ap-
pendages cannot explain this effect due to the saturation of the
membrane potential (Benz et al., 1979; Kinosita et al., 1988) and
a voltage divider effect (Weaver and Barnett, 1992). It is pos-
sible, however, that enhanced permeability results from electri-
cally induced deformation ofsweat glands (Edelberg, 1971). The
consideration of this latter mechanism is beyond the scope of this
paper, where we describe a quantitative analyses of ionized drug
delivery through the skin due to electroporation of Sc.
STRUCTURAL MODEL OF STRATUM CORNEUM
(a)
(I) (I) (I) (I) (5)
FIGURE 2 Structural and transport models of SC. (G) A schematic
representation of human SC where the corneocytes are shown by the
shaded area and are surrounded by the lipid domain. The lipid and
lipid-corneocyte routes of ion transport are designated as t and s, re-
spectively. The inset shows the multi-lammelar lipid domain after for-
mation of electropores (for details, see text). (b) A schematic model of
the SC comprised of discrete layers of corneocytes isolated by multi-
lamellar lipids. The corneocytes are shown by the shaded area. The
lipids that isolate each compartment are shown by the thick solid line.
(c) The equivalent pathway representation of the lipid (tortuous) route,
shown as t in G. (d) A schematic representation of reservoir (straight-
through) model with electropores induced in SC lipids separating the
compartments.
Mammalian skin (Fig. 1) is comprised of two layers, the
epidermis and the dermis. The dermis consists of connective
tissue and contains appendages such as hair follicles and
sweat glands, which extend upward to the surface. In addi-
tion, the dermis is vascularized, with a high density of cap-
illar loops just below the dermal-epidermal junction. The
dermis and epidermis (without SC) have a high water per-
meability. The epidermis is avascular and extends about 100
p,m below the skin's surface. The outer layer of the skin, the
SC, constitutes the main barrier to the transport of ionized
molecules (Potts and Guy, 1992; Odland, 1983; Cullander,
1992; Michaels et aI., 1975; Elias, 1983). The SC has a thick-
ness of about 10-20 p,m and consists of about 20 layers of
flattened keratin-filled cells (comeocytes) surrounded by
lipid lamellae containing cholesterol, free fatty acids, and
ceramides (Potts, 1989; Madison et aI., 1987). Finally, the
entire epidermis is crossed by appendages that are charac-
terized by relative cross section area of about 0.1%.
According to electron micrographs and other data
(Madison et aI., 1987; Holbrook and Odland, 1974; Swart-
zendruber et aI., 1989; Elias et aI., 1977), the lipid domain
of the SC surrounds and separates the comeocytes. A sche-
matic diagrarn of the SC is shown in Fig. 2 a, where the
discrete shaded areas represent the comeocytes and the con-
tinuous, clear areas represent the lipid domain. Between each
comeocyte, there are several lipid bilayers, each with a
(b)
(e)
(d)
FIGURE 1 A schematic representa-
tion of the structure of human skin.
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hydrophilic core of thickness of about 30-40 Aand the inter-
bilayer (hydrophilic) domain of about 15-25 A thickness
(Potts, 1989; Bouwstra, 1992). A detailed structure of the
lipid domain after electroporation is shown in the inset. Typi-
cal values for the structural parameters of the SC illustrated
in Fig. 2 a are as follows: the length of corneocytes (L) is
about 30 /-Lm, its thickness (f) is about 1 /-Lm, the thickness
ofthe SC layer (H) is about 20 /-Lm, and the distance between
adjacent corneocytes (h) is about 0.05 /-Lm. The inter-bilayer
thickness (S), which is accessible for hydrophilic transport is
estimated to be about 5-10 A, whereas the bilayer thickness
(d) is about 50 A. In reality, the structure is not as regular
as shown in Fig. 2 a.
It is very unlikely that there is an appreciable number of
preexisting, continuous hydrophilic pathways across the
lipid-corneocyte region of the Sc. For example, the electrical
resistance of human skin as detennined by Na+ and Cl- ion
conductance is very high and remains around 100 kohm cm2
at temperatures up to about 60°C (Oh et al., 1993). As the
temperature is further increased from 60 to 70°C, however,
the skin resistance (RJ drops by 100-fold, but returns to
initial values when the tissue is cooled. This reversible re-
sistance transition at about 65°C parallels precisely the
chain-melting transition in SC lipids. Similarly, treatment of
the skin with oleic acid, which is known to disrupt SC lipid
structure, also resulted in a dramatic decrease in Rs (Potts
et al., 1992). At low temperatures, small ion transport occurs
primarily via appendageal route. As the SC lipid structure is
disrupted, however, either by increasing the temperature or
by the addition of a lipid perturbing compound, ion transport
occurs via both the appendageal and lipid-corneocyte routes.
For the purposes of transport, we propose the model of the
SC as a sequence of discrete compartments in series, each
containing one layer of corneocytes and the intervening lipid
lamellae (Fig. 2 b). The hydrophilic space of each compart-
ment consists of an accessible (or free) volume of the cor-
neocyte, as well as the inter-bilayer space between the polar
head groups of the lipid lamellae. As a consequence of the
continuous, hydrophilic space in each compartment, there is
a redistribution of ionized particles within each. At the same
time, each compartment is isolated from those above and
below by a few lipid bilayers oriented parallel to the SC
surface. They are shown as dark thick lines in Fig. 2 b. Thus,
bilayers fonn the main barrier for the transport of ionized
particles. The number of such barriers in sequence is equal
to the number of corneocytes layers (-20). The exchange
within each compartment depends on the penneability of the
corneocyte envelope, which is composed of cross-linked pro-
teins with an outer layer of covalently bound lipids (Swart-
zendruber et al., 1987). Although rigid, this envelope is at the
same time penneable to water and probably small ions. Wa-
ter in the SC is found mainly within the corneocytes at con-
centrations up to 1 g water per 1 g of dry tissue (Scheuplein
and Bronaugh, 1983). Little is known currently about per-
meability of the corneocyte envelope to large charged par-
ticles or its ability to be electroporated.
With this background in mind, we propose three potential
pathways for the transport of hydrophilic substances through
the epidermis: the hair follicles and other existing hy-
drophilic pores (the appendageal route), the lipid lamellae
of SC, bypassing corneocytes (the lipid-tortuous route,
designated t in Fig. 2 a), and both the corneocytes and
lipid bilayers (the lipid-corneocyte straight-through
route, designated s in Fig. 2 a).
In the case of iontophoresis, for which the applied poten-
tial is less than a few volts, the primary preexisting pathway
is most likely via the appendageal route (Cullander, 1992;
Scott et al., 1993). At the same time, it is difficult to exclude
participation of lipid and lipid-corneocyte routes because of
the possible existence of structural defects within the SC
lipids (Grimnes, 1983; Cullander, 1992; Potts et al., 1992).
When the applied voltage is large enough to electroporate the
SC lipid lamellae, however, other pathways could, in prin-
ciple, appear and predominate. It is well known (for refer-
ences see review by Tsong (1991) that under electrical per-
turbation, pores are fonned in other lipid bilayers. A similar
phenomenon may occur in SC lipid bilayers, resulting in the
fonnation of pores in the lipid barriers between compart-
ments and thereby providing a new continuous hydrophilic
route across all SC layers. It is interesting to note that this
effect of the electric field is similar to the chain-melting in
SC lipids or the disruption of SC lipid structure by oleic acid,
both known to enhance transport through the Sc.
It is important to describe the range of the voltage where
significant poration of SC lipids can be induced. From an
electrostatic point of view, the SC can be considered a di-
electric with a high leakage resistance of (2=1OS ohms cm2)
and a specific capacitance about 0.03 /-LF/cm2 (Oh et al.,
1993; Edelberg, 1971). If the SC is considered a homoge-
neous medium of 20 /-Lm thickness, an average dielectric
pennittivity (e) of 700 is obtained. This value of e is un-
reasonable, suggesting that the homogeneous model of the
SC is not valid (DeNuzzio and Berner, 1990). Alternatively,
we should take into account the fact that corneocytes contain
water and small ions resulting in an equipotential domain
within these compartments. Thus, the potential drop across
the SC may occur predominantly across the lipid domain
between the corneocytes. This lipid domain can be described
as parallel resistors and capacitors in series through the SC.
There are on average about 20 corneocyte layers in the
SC, each separated by lipid domain of thickness about 0.05
/-Lm and containing on the order of five bilayers. Thus, the
effective thickness is about 1 /-Lm (20 X 0.05 /-Lm), yielding
an effective dielectric pennittivity of about 20, a value be-
tween that for pure lipids (-3) and water (-80). This es-
timation suggests that the voltage drop is concentrated only
across lipid bilayers that are oriented nonnal to the field.
The so called "threshold" potential for electroporation on
a single lipid membrane is about 0.5-1 V and depends on
pulse duration (for references see review by Tsong (1991).
As discussed above, there are on the order of 100 bilayers
throughout the thickness of the SC. This means that a voltage
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(1)
on SC of about 50-100 V should be sufficient to cause elec-
troporation and concomitant increase in flux. This is an order
of magnitude estimation because there are no data on the
electroporation property of SC and its components. Never-
theless, this calculation suggests that SC electroporation oc-
curs at voltages of about 50-100 V, consistent with experi-
mental results (Prausnitz et aI., 1993; Bommannan et aI.,
1993; Vanbever et aI., 1994, Bommannan et aI., 1994).
A compartment model of SC is rather general and can be
used to describe the transport of large, ionized molecules
through lipid and lipid-comeocyte routes. To simplify the
calculations, we have considered two limiting transport
mechanisms. In one, the comeocyte envelopes are consid-
ered impermeable to large ions, and transport within each
compartment is entirely along hydrophilic inter-bilayer do-
mains. This rate is assumed to be slow compared with the
charge transfer rate across electropores induced in the bound-
ary lipid bilayers. This tortuous (lipid) route is shown sche-
matically in Fig. 2 a (designated t). In the other extreme, the
redistribution of ionized particles within the hydrophilic
compartment is assumed to be fast, and the slow stage is
attributed to the penetration through induced electropores.
This straight-through (lipid-comeocyte) route is shown sche-
matically in Fig. 2 a (designated s). This model includes the
possibility of reservoirs for large, ionized molecules in either
the hydrophilic domain between lipid bilayers (if comeocyte
envelopes are assumed to be impermeable) or within the
intercellular space of comeocytes. The difference between
these two cases is manifested only in the free volume of the
ion reservoir, which is much larger in the second case.
ELECTROPORATION OF SC LIPID BILAYERS
In both models, continuous transport pathways are induced
as a result of electroporation of lipid bilayers forming the
boundaries between the compartments. Assuming that elec-
troporation is reversible, the energy profile of the pore has
the form shown in Fig. 3 (Glaser et aI., 1988). The energy
described by branch 1 corresponds to the hydrophobic pore,
w
r
FIGURE 3 The energy profI.le of the pore. Curve 1 corresponds to the
energy of hydrophobic pore, curve 2 to the energy ofhydrophilic pore; curve
2' corresponds to the energy profile of the pore during electrical treatment.
u, voltage drop on single bilayer; r*, the radius of the pore in activated state.
and branch 2 to the hydrophilic pore. Only hydrophilic pores
participate in ion transport. Under the influence of an electric
field, the potential energy decreases (Fig. 3) and, as a con-
sequence, the density N(t) of hydrophilic pores increases. If
the duration of the pulse is sufficiently long or the amplitude
is sufficiently high, the probability of the hydrophilic pore
overcoming the second energy barrier also increases, result-
ing in an irreversible breakdown of the lipid bilayer. In thera-
peutic applications, it is important to avoid such effects. In
the experiments utilizing human skin (Prausnitz et al., 1993),
especially in the case of high amplitude pulses, partial irre-
versibility of electroporation was observed. For this reason,
in the course of the fitting of the theory with experimental
data (see Fitting of the Experimental Data to Theoretical
Models), the level of residual permeability will be introduced
formally as boundary condition at t~oo.
The rate (~) of hydrophilic pore formation can be cal-
culated (Glaser et aI., 1988)
Sv (aw)
Kp = -; exp - kT '
where a is the area occupied by a single lipid molecule, v is
the frequency of lateral fluctuations of lipid molecules, k is
the Boltzman constant, T is the absolute temperature, and S
is the membrane area. The activation energy is
where aWO is the activation energy in the case u = 0, u is
a potential difference across a single bilayer, Ew is the relative
permittivity of water inside the pore, Em is the relative per-
mittivity of bilayer, Eo is the dielectric constant, and r. is the
radius in the activated state. We assume that the probability
of pore formation is the same for any bilayer in the Sc. In
the numerical calculations presented here, the following ex-
perimental protocol (Prausnitz et aI., 1993) will be used:
pulse duration tp = 10-3 s, interpulse interval t j = 5 s, total
time of electrotreatment t f = 1 h, pulse amplitude ( U) was
varied from 150-1000 V. The pore density N(t) for
the pulsed periodic protocol can be approximated by the
equation
N
t '
r (3)
where tr is the pore resealing time.
The voltage drop on a single bilayer (u) depends in general
on U, the pore density N, and other electrical parameters of
the system. To simplify this problem, we introduce an
equivalent electrical circuit (Fig. 4) where, consistent with
the experimental protocol (Prausnitz et aI., 1993), the outer
voltage U is maintained while the voltage Us across the skin
is measured. In this model, Rb represents the resistance of
surrounding solution, and Rx corresponds to the main path-
way for small ion transport (e.g., Na+, Cl-) through the skin.
It includes appendages and other possible pathways in the SC
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transport occurs via this pathway. At higher potential, how-
ever, electroporation reduces Reand the flux becomes limited
by R
c
' The voltage across Re is responsible for the voltage-
dependent changes in calcein flux.
The voltage drop Ue on the resistance Re is defined by
(5)
(4)UsUl = 1 + R /R .
c e
Taking into account that Re is inversely proportional to the
number of pores (Re = R~, where R~ is a constant), and
Ue = un, where n is the number of lipid bilayers in sequence,
forming the barriers between compartments, the substitution
of Eq. 4 into Eq. 3 yields
dN (a. U2 ) N
dt = A exp {I + RcN~R~}2 - 1,'
u
-------f
1
.....----r---.L.--------
where
Here, p is the specific resistance of the electrolyte solution
and r is the average pore radius. In steady state, we have
FIGURE 4 The equivalent electrical scheme ofSC. The resistance ofbulk
solution Rb is in sequence with the skin resistance, which includes two
parallel branches. The resistance R, refers to the main pathways of back-
ground electrolyte (for example, NaCl) going through the appendages and
stratum corneum. The resistance Rc corresponds to the inner part of each
compartment and Reto lipid bilayers, forming boundaries between the com-
partments. Us and Ueare the voltage drop on the corresponding resistances.
v [tp ] [ aWO]A = - - exp ---
a t[ kT '
1Tr;(Ew - Em)ea
a = 2dkTn2
(6)
1. At small potential across the skin, i.e.,
(9)
(8)
(7)
(10)where
N = t,A exp(aU;).
the pore density [N(UJ] is strongly dependent upon Us:
For the fitting of this theory with experimental data over the
entire range of potentials, Eq. 7 was solved numerically and
the results are presented below. It is important to emphasize
that the results for the potential distribution and pore density
are independent of specific model (tortuous or straight-
through) of transport.
TORTUOUS (LIPID) MODEL
2. In the limit of large Us, when N also becomes large (i.e.,
N» R?/RJ, the asymptotic expression for N(UJ is gently
sloping
N = t,A exp( {I +~~~/RW).
It is rather simple to find the solution of the Eq. 7 for two
limiting cases:
From Fig. 2 a, it is obvious that the hydrophilic, inter-bilayer
pathways (designated t in Fig. 2 a) are characterized by
a high tortuosity (f3 = L/2(e + h) - 15) dictated by the
accessible to small ions only. It was shown from tissue im-
pedance measurements that over the range of voltages stud-
ied (U from about 100 to 1000 V), the skin resistance is much
smaller (Rs -102 ohms cm2) compared with Rs(U = 0) -lOS
ohms cm2• This drop of the resistance occurs abruptly in a
JLS time interval after the application of voltage. Over the
range of 0-100 V, Rx is strongly voltage-dependent, con-
sistent with the results obtained by others (Kasting and
Bowman, 1990a, b; D. Bommannan, unpublished data). In
contrast, Rx changes little from 100 to 1000 V. It should be
emphasized, however, that calcein flux showed a rather dif-
ferent voltage dependence. In particular, the calcein flux
increased by several orders of magnitude in the range of
100 V < U < 300 V, but increased little with further increase
in potential.
In parallel with Rx are two resistances in series within the
lipid-comeocyte domain of the SC that correspond to an elec-
trically induced pathway for both small (e.g., Na+, Cl-) and
large ions (e.g., calcein). The two resistances found in this
pathway are Rc' the voltage-independent resistance attributed
to the compartment interior, and Re, the voltage-dependent
resistance of the boundary lipid bilayers. This pathway is
induced by an electric field where the calcein flux is in-
creased by orders of magnitude when U was increased from
100 V up to about 300 V, but increased only slightly with
further increases in potential.
The equivalent circuit contains two voltage dividers: one
is between Rb and Re. If the resistance Rx becomes low
(Rx «Rx + Re), then the potential drop on the skin (UJ is
defined primarily by Rx' At low potential (Re» RJ, little ion
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(13)_ [tp + tiJtA - tm -- ,tp
whereas the broadening of the front at that moment of
time is Dx - [DtAJl/2.
0; (e.g., "sink" conditions). This condition corresponds to the
very high diffusional permeability of the unstirred layer at
outlet side of SC. C) The most rigorous formulation of the
boundary condition takes into account the diffusional per-
meability of an unstirred layer. In this case, we should solve
simultaneously the electrodiffusion problem in the interval
o< x< fl, and the diffusion problem at fl < x< fl + a, where
a can be estimated as a thickness of epidermis (-100 /Lm).
At x= fl the concentration and the flux should be continuous
and c(fl + a) = O. The problems A) and B) have simple
analytical solutions when E = const. The problem C) has a
rather complicated solution in the form of series, even in the
case E = const. As was shown by numerical calculations for
the periodic electrotreatment considered here, all three ver-
sions give similar solutions for the flux at x = fl. The con-
centration profiles at 0 < x < fl for the versions B) and C)
are also very similar and, for this reason, our discussion will
be restricted to the case of "sink" condition (version B). Un-
fortunately, the solution for periodic treatment, even in the
case of "sink" condition at x = fl, can only be obtained
numerically. Therefore, let us consider some approximations
that allow insight into the main features of the evolution of
the concentration profile.
The diffusion relaxation time td for a layer of effective
length fl is equal to H2/D, whereas electrical migration re-
laxation time tm for the same layer is equal to fl/v. The ratio
of these characteristic times is kT/zeUs' The large difference
of these characteristic times when Us » kT/ze, defines the
main features of the transport process described here (elec-
tromigration is greater than diffusion). For example, during
the pulse with Us = 500 V, tJtm - 10-5• Introducing the
average voltage during the electrotreatment protocol, Us av =
U.rr/ti, we obtain Us,av - 10-1 V and tJtm - 6 X 10-2• This
result means that not only during the pulse, but also on av-
erage (taking into account relatively long interpulse inter-
vals), diffusion effects have only a small influence on the
evolution of concentration profile.
In Appendix A, the case E = const is considered for the
semi-infinite boundary problem. This approach describes
the dynamics of concentration profile during single pulse
and, to some extent, the approximation of the average
field.
The solution (A9) of Eq. 11 corresponds to a moving con-
centration front that is broadened because of diffusion. The
front velocity is defmed by Eq. 12. The shift of the front
during single pulse can be estimated as LlXp = vtp'
During the pause between pulses when the field is
zero, only diffusional broadening of the front takes place,
without any shift due to electromigration. The time in-
terval (tA) needed for the front to reach the base of the
SC (x = fl) is
(11)
(12)v = zeDE/kT and x = xf3.
Concentration profile
To define the flux of large ionized particles in an excess of
background electrolyte through a single pathway as a func-
tion oftime during (and after) the electrotreatment of the SC,
it is necessary to calculate the concentration profile under the
defined boundary and initial conditions, taking into account
the time-dependent variation of the electric field [E(t)]. In
one dimension, the transport of a ionized particle can be
described by the equation
ac a2c ac
at = D ax2 - v ax '
where
structure of the Sc. From electron microscopy results
(Swartzendruber et aI., 1989), the roughness of the cell sur-
face has been estimated to be about 3 so that the total tor-
tuosity 13 should be about 50. As a consequence, the actual
length of lipid pathways (fl) is equal to about 50 times the
SC thickness (H), which agrees with estimates made for skin
transport (Potts and Francoeur, 1991; Potts and Guy, 1992).
Similarly, the effective electric field (E = E/f3) in the di-
rection of ion movement will be reduced 50-fold compared
with the applied field (E). The value of E is equal to UjH,
where Us is the voltage across the sc. In the tortuous (lipid)
model, the electrodiffusion of large, ionized molecules along
such pathways is considered to be the slow transport process.
Instead of nonhomogeneous pathways along the hydro-
philic inter-bilayer domains and through electropores in-
duced in lipid bilayers, let us consider an equivalent model.
This model (Fig. 2 c) consists of a population of homoge-
neous hydrophilic pathways which cross the SC, each of
which has the same effective cross section, length (fl), and
reduced electric field (E). The number of pathways and the
flux depends critically on the electric field.
Here, c is the concentration in inter-bilayer hydrophilic do-
main, D is the diffusion coefficient in the same domain, e is
the elementary charge, and z is the charge number. The so-
lution of this electrodiffusion Eq. 11 with different boundary
conditions is well known (Lakshminarayanaiah, 1984). The
uniqueness of the present case lies in the periodic character
of the function E(t), and the dependence of the number (or
total cross section) of accessible pathways on E and t.
Because the lipid lamellae phase of SC in the absence of
an electric field can be considered to be nonpermeable for
hydrophilic substances, the initial condition is c(x, 0) = O.
The boundary condition at the inlet side of the SC has the
form c(O, t) = Co = rCb' where r is the partition coefficient
and cb is the concentration in the external solution. There are
several versions of the boundary conditions at the outlet side
of SC: A) The problem can be considered in semi-infinite
space with c(00) = 0 and the flux calculated at x = fl can be
taken as some approximation. B) It is better to solve Eq. 3
in the interval 0 < x< fl with boundary condition c(fl, t) =
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Thus, the average flux density at the base of the SC is
equal to
this side, because there is no concentration gradient to
drive diffusion. Hence, the average flux fo at the SC sur-
face (i = 0) is
where the subscript 0 refers to the corresponding quantity
at the surface (i = 0), andjo(t) is the instantaneous value
at i = O.
The flux at the inner side of the SC (i = 8) is determined
solely by diffusion. During the pause between pulses, the
migrational component is equal to zero due to a zero electric
field. During the pulse, the migrational component also van-
ishes due to sink conditions [c(i = 8) = 0]. The in-
stantaneous value of the flux at i = 8 is determined by
the relaxation of the concentration profile, and can be
estimated as
(14)
(16)
(15). dc I (D) liZia = D di . _ "'" Co t
x=H
Equations 14 and 16 give the same result for average flux
density because the distance moved by the front during
the pulse (vtp) is equal to the distance during diffusional
relaxation ([D' tjF/Z). In other words, because of mass
balance considerations, the average flux out of the SC
must be equal to the average flux in. Computer calcula-
tions ofja(t) and fa are illustrated in Fig. 6. The flux was
calculated numerically using Eq. 15 (left equality), and
the numerical approximation of C(x, t) described above.
The sharp increase of the flux during the pulse is related
to the rapid spatial advance of the concentration profile,
as shown from the curve 7 to the curve 8 in Fig. 5. The
Flux density
The flux density trough a single pathway (j) can be described
at either the inlet or the outlet surface of the Sc. Instanta-
neous values of the flux are oscillatory functions of time and
correspond to the periodic protocol of electrotreatment, dif-
fering at inlet and outlet sides of Sc. The average flux, how-
ever, must be the same for both sides of the Sc.
To calculate average flux at the inlet side, we should
take into account that near the SC surface (i = 0) the
concentration is practically constant and equals co' This
means that only electromigration determines the flux at
For the electrical transport of calcein in human skin
considered above (Prausnitz et aI., 1993), values of til = 8
min and tu = 200 JLm were obtained. The ratio tu/8 = 0.2
suggests that after the application of 100 pulses with Us =
500 V, 80% of the SC attains the initial concentration co' In
the case of "sink" boundary conditions and E = const (see
Appendix B), the concentration profile approaches a steady-
state solution (B3) at long times (t » tm). If the application
of the periodic electrical pulses is maintained for a longer
time, steady oscillations of the concentration profile in the
neighborhood of the outlet side of SC will result. During the
pulse, the concentration front will shift by tup' which should
be equal to about 10 JLm. During the pause between pulses,
diffusional broadening of the concentration front takes place
by an amount -[Dta1l2. The corresponding computer cal-
culations are shown in Fig. 5. The numerical method of
Crank-Nickolson was used for the calculation (Pearson,
1988). This algorithm was programmed in Turbo Pascal 5.5
on an IBM PC 486 computer. It is clear from Fig. 5 that the
oscillations affect the region near the outlet side of the SC
(curves 7 and 8). The width of this region is about 20 JLm.
It should be mentioned that all of these estimates were made
in the coordinate system that corresponds to the equivalent
pathway with a length 8 = 1000 JLm. Thus, oscillations of
the concentration profile will lead to a periodic behavior of
the flux with characteristic frequency 27T/tj •
FIGURE 6 The oscillations of the flux density on the outlet side of the
SC during electrical treatment in steady state. Numerical solution of the
problem with boundary condition c(H) = o.
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FIGURE 5 The concentration profile c(x) at different moments of time.
The numerical solution of the problem on the interval 0 < x < (=1 mm).
Curve 1, 5 s; 2, 50 s; 3, 100 s; 4, 150 s; 5, 200 s; 6, 250 s. Curves 7 and
8 correspond to the pulsations within the space limited by these curves.
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(22)
steep concentration profile at i = fl (curve 8) results in
a high value for the flux. The transition from curve 8 to
curve 7 during the pause between pulses occurs relatively
slowly because of diffusional relaxation, as shown
in Fig.6.
The average flux density per unit of apparent surface (1)
can be written as
The characteristic time for the electromigrational filling of
the compartment (Fig. 2 d) can be estimated as
coly
tem=j'
em
where
1 = J. 7rrW(t) = J.f(t) (17) (23)
In Eq. 22, y is the accessible fraction of the compartment's
volume and f is the fraction of porated area. In Eq. 23, the
time-averaged electric field (EaV> in the boundary bilayer re-
gion during periodic treatment is
where r is the effective radius of a single pathway and N(t)
is the density of pathways, which depends upon U.(t) and t;
f(t) is a fractional area of all pathways. We assume that a
number of accessible pathways (N) is equal to the density of
pores in the lipid bilayers. The value of Jo is defined by the
Eq. 14 or 16 and N(t) is a solution of Eq. 5. _~. Ui
Eav - 00't i
(24)
Flux relaxation
The relaxation of l(t) after electrotreatment (t > tf) is related
to the diffusional relaxation and pore resealing, which can be
described by the equation
(25)
(26)zeEavDB =--rr-
Concentration profile
Let us rewrite Eq. C6 in the form
y ac _a2c ac
- - = D-::---,; - B-f(t) at ax2 ax'
where
The numerical estimation of the filling time (tem> for the
calcein flux results discussed above (Prausnitz et aI., 1993)
gives a value of 0.6 s, assuming Fw = 10-6, and y = 10-2•
These values offand y will be justified later from the fitting
the theory with experimental data.
The diffusional relaxation time into a compartment is
about td - [lID - 10-2 s, which is small compared with
tern - 0.6 s, suggesting that the concentration ci within any
compartment can be considered homogeneous, yet differing
in a stepwise manner from layer to layer in the x direction.
The mass balance equation in this approach is derived
in Appendix C and has the form of Eq. C4. This system
is convenient for numerical calculation. For analytical
considerations, the partial differential Eq. C6 is more
suitable.
(20)
(19)
(18)
[
D ]1/2jet) = Co -- •
t - tf
(t - t)N(t) = N(tf)exp ~ .
The diffusional relaxation can be approximated as
Equation 19 is valid for the time interval whenj(t) >jSl' where
jst = DcJfl. At other times, j(t) = jst.
For l(t) we have
[
D ]1/2 [t - t]l(t) = Co ---=- f(tf)exp _f_ .
t ~ ~
Eq. 20 suggests that at short times, fast relaxation is re-
lated to a change in the concentration profile within the
SC layer. At intermediate times, two effects are super-
imposed: diffusional relaxation and pore resealing. At
longer times, only exponential resealing affects the be-
havior of l(t).
At the end of electrotreatment (t = tf), the flux density can
be written as
(21)
and Ii is the thickness of boundary layer.
It is useful to introduce renormalized time:
STRAIGHT-THROUGH (LIPID-CORNEOCYTE)
MODEL
(27)
After time renormalization, Eq. 28 coincides with Eq. 11,
which was solved in Appendices A and B.
When t < yHIB, the solution corresponds to the propa-
gation of a concentration profile with the coordinate of the
As was mentioned in Structural Model of Stratum Cor-
neum, in the case of rapid redistribution of ionized par-
ticles within each compartment, the mathematical for-
malism is the same for the lipid and lipid-corneocyte
routes. The only difference between the two is in the
magnitude of each compartment's accessible hydrophilic
volume. For this reason, here we consider these two path-
ways together.
which then simplifies Eq. 25 to
ac _a2c ac
y at = D ax2 - B ax . (28)
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It is easy to see that the concentration is practically equal to
co' when 0 < x < H - SH, SH = BID.
front equal to Btl-y. In a real time scale, the front distance (xfr)
is described by
exp(H BID) - exp(xBID)
Cst (x) = exp(H BID) _ 1 co' (32)
(35)
(38)
(39)
(36)
(37)-yH f'ftIi = 0 f(t) dt.
In the real time scale, we have the integral equation where
the time of front propagation is tft:
Using Eq. 34, we can rewrite this equation in the form more
convenient for a comparison with experimental data:
-yHco
tft==-J-'
The simplest estimation of tfr is
At steady-state, the flux does not depend on x and is equai to
_ zeD VI tp
Jst - kT nd t. cof(t).
)
This equation is similar to Eq. 21; however, the effective
length (00) is much smaller than in the case of a tortuous
pathway. Another important difference between these two
cases is the characteristic times of the front propagation. Ac-
cording to Eq. 29, the characteristic time for the straight-
through model is equal to
(30)
(31)
(29)
Bf(t)
v(t) =-.
-y
"-". ~ [~ L/(Y) dyr·
When i> -yHIB, the concentration profile tends to steady-
state profile cs.(x), which has a form (see Appendix B):
The evolution of this concentration profile is illustrated in
Fig. 7. It was obtained by the same method as was used for
the numerical solution ofEq. 11. The dispersion or spreading
of the front is equal to
Xft =!!.. f'f(y) dy.
-y 0
In the case of a time-dependent pore area density [f(t»), the
concentration front propagates with a velocity depending on
time:
Flux densIty
The flux density J(x, t) has a form
[
_dC(X,t)]
J(x, t) = Bc(x, t) - D -a;- . (33)
Assuming a fractional porosityf = 10-6 and -y = 10-2, then
according to Eq. 38, tfr is about 20 min. Using a calcein flux
value of about 10-7 glcm2 h and Co of 10 lLg/ml (prausnitz
et aI., 1993), tft was determined to be approximately 15 min,
in reasonable agreement with the calculated value.
Atx = 0
J(O, t) == BcJ(t)(1 + exp( - H BID» == BcJ(t). (34) Flux relaxation
We assume that the time of electrotreatment is sufficient to
obtain a stationary concentration profile. Eq. 25 describes the
concentration profile also in the case where E = 0, and with
new boundary and initial conditions
(41)
(40)
(42)
c(x, tf) = cst(x).c(H, t) = 0
( - )112J(i) == Co -y(t~ ~) ,
c(O, t) = Co
The approximations for the flux are as follows:
The flux in real time is
~ ~ MUM U U U u
x/H
This expression is valid for time smaller than the value t*
defined by the equation
FIGURE 7 The propagation of concentration profile through SC during
electrotreatment (s, model). The curves were calculated numerically for
f(t) = f~(l - exp(-tltJ). This functionf(t) is the solution ofEq. 5 without
voltage-divider effect; the values of the parameters tf = 1 h,f~ = 10-6 were
~L~5~~~1O~~~~~~~W~~~
25 min. f l' -yH2f(y) dy = D .If (43)
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FITTING OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA TO
THEORETICAL MODELS
For time greater than t*, the flux density is defined by the
equation
The relaxation of concentration profile is illustrated in Fig.
8. This numerical solution of the Eq. C6 was obtained by the
method of Runge-Kutta (Merson's modification).
L::' 100
.t::
I
C\I
E 10"1
~ ~~ '\'\
-......; 10"2 '\
~ '\
i;::: ~
·S 1fr3CD
.!:2(tJ 1~()
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
(44)f> cof(t)J= H .
(45)
Two kinds of experimental data are suitable for a fitting to
the models derived here. They are flux relaxation after elec-
trotreatment and the dependence of the flux at the end of
electrotreatment on the voltage. The flux relaxation results
following Us = 90 V electrotreatment are shown in Fig. 9
(triangles). These data show the relaxation of calcein flux,
which approaches a constant value about 2 h after electro-
treatment due to irreversible effects. The data obtained at
time less than 2 h after electrotreatment, however, reflect
primarily reversible effects. Similar results were obtained at
all potentials evaluated, with initial flux value increasing
with increased applied voltage.
The experimental data (Prausnitz et aI., 1993) were ob-
tained as the average calcein flux over some time interval
after electrotreatment. Equations 20 and 42 provide an in-
stantaneous value of the flux. Thus, to compare the experi-
mental data (Jexp) with the theoretical results (Jtheor)' it is
necessary to integrate Eqs. 20 or 42 over corresponding ex-
perimental time intervals (Llt):
1 fl+ar
Jtheor(t, Us> = Llt J(z) dz.
I
Time (hr)
FIGURE 9 Dependence of flux density on time (t - tf) for U, = 90 v.
(triangles) Experimental data from Prausnitz et al. (1993). Theoretical
curves were plotted with Eq. 20 for tortuous model (--), and Eq. 44 for
straight model (- - - -). Fitting parameters are collected in the table.
The best fit made by the method of least-squares for the data
obtained after 90 V electrotreatment is shown in Fig. 9 by
solid (tortuous model) and dashed (straight-through model)
curves. Similar results were seen for all voltages evaluated.
The resealing time for the straight-through and tortuous mod-
els for all potentials is about 16 min. The close agreement
between these two cases is primarily because electropore
resealing is common for both models.
The voltage dependence of the flux at the end of electro-
treatment is illustrated by the triangles in Fig. 10. These
results show that the flux increases by several orders of mag-
nitude in the range of 25 V < Us < 100 V and then becomes
gradually increasing with increased potential.
The analysis of the equivalent scheme from Fig. 4 leads
to the Eqs. 9 and 10, which qualitatively explain the experi-
mental results shown in Fig. 10. The quantitative fitting,
shown by solid (tortuous route) and dashed (straight-through
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FIGURE 8 The relaxation of concentration profile after electrotreat-
ment (s, model). The curves were calculated numerically for f(t) =
f(lf)exp( -t - tf)/t,) according to Eq. 18, the values of the parameters
f(tf) = 10-6, t, = 1 h were used. 1,5 min after the end of the treatment;
2, 10 min after; 3, 15 min after. Concentration profiles tend to the curve
4 when I ~ 00. It is dear that some amount of substance is trapped within
the compartments because of pore resealing.
Voltage (Volts)
FIGURE 10 Dependence of flux density at t = tr on voltage. (triangles)
Experimental data from Prausnitz et al. (1993); theoretical curve was plotted
according Eqs. 21 and 37 for tortuous and straight-through models. Fitting
parameters are collected in the table.
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TABLE 1 The values for a, pore radius (I), and resistance of
the compartment interior for the s and t models
path) curves in Fig. 10, was done using Eqs. 21 and 35 for
the fluxes in the tortuous and straight-through models, re-
spectively, and Eq. 7 for the pore density N as a function of
the voltage.
The electroporation parameters v, a, WO were taken from
Glaser et a1. (1988). For D and co' we used the values 10-6
cm2/s and 0.01 M, according to Prausnitz et a1. (1993). The
corresponding values of a, r, and Rc for both models are
considered fitting parameters, and their values are shown in
Table 1. The parameter a, estimated from the Eq. 6 with
n = 100, leads to the value 4.8 X 10-4 V-2, in good agree-
ment with the results in Table 1. The values of inner-
compartment resistance Rc = 2800 ohms cm2 (s model) and
R = 7200 ohms cm2 (t model) are much larger compared
with Rs - 400 ohms cm2, in agreement with the important
assumption of the theory.
The most crucial is fitting parameter (r). The pore radius
in the straight-through model, rs = 4.0 A. seems reasonable.
This value is of the same order of magnitude as the molecular
radius of calcein. The pore radius in the tortuous model,
r = 200 A. seems too large even taking into account that itd~es not represent the radius of the pore in the bilayer, but
an effective radius of the pathway that includes inter-bilayer
gaps.
From these fitting parameters, the fraction of porated area
and pore density were obtained (see Table 2). First, the re-
sults show that the porated area increased with increased
applied potential for either model, consistent with electro-
poration results obtained in other lipid systems. The values
oflc, however, are three orders of magnitude larger for the
lipid model, because of the longer pathway and weaker ef-
fective electric field in this tortuous route. This Ic value
(-10-3) suggests that 0.1% of the surface is permeable in the
lipid model. From the electron microscopic (Elias et al.,
1977) and x-ray (Bouwstra et aI., 1992) data, the overall
fractional area of the inter-bilayer gaps can be estimated to
be about 10-3, similar tolc obtained here. This suggests that
in the tortuous (lipid) model, the entire inter-bilayer space
should be of sufficient polarity to allow the transport of large,
ionized molecules. This conclusion is not consistent with
experimental results showing a very low water content of
stratum corneum lipids (Potts and Francoeur, 1991).
In the straight-through model,!. is much smaller so only
10-4% of the surface should be accessible for calcein trans-
port. For the straight-through (lipid-comeocyte) model, the
fractional free volume of the reservoirs (1) was also deter-
mined from a fit to the flux-voltage data. The values obtained
at all potentials was 1 :5 10-2 and, in fact, it was not possible
to achieve steady state under the experimental conditions
s
t
9.0 X 10-4
1.3 X 10-4
4.0
200
2800
7200
TABLE 2 Fractional porated area f and pore density Nat
different voltages for sand t models
u, (V) f. N, (em-2) J. Nt (em 2)
50 4.5 X 10-9 7.9 X lOS 2.50 X 10-5 1.8 X 1()6
100 2.0 X 10-7 3.4 X 107 4.0 X 10-4 3.0 X 107
200 1.0 X 10-6 1.8 X lOS 1.4 X 10-3 1.0 X 108
500 3.5 X 10-6 6.2 X 108 4.3 X 10-3 3.2 X 108
The data in the Table 2 were obtained from fitting parameters shown in Table 1.
evaluated using a value 1 of greater than 10-2• As a conse-
quence, in the case of 1 > 10-2, the dependence!. (UJ be-
comes gently sloping. For example, at 1 = 10-\ we get:
f.(U = 55 V) = 1.3 X 1O-6;!.(Us = 90 V) = 3.9 X 10 -6;i.(U: = 165 V) = 8.4 X 10-6, which is in contradiction with
experimental data. Although the corneocytes are full of mac-
romolecules, 1 = 10-2 seems too small. In contrast, this
value coincides well with a geometrical estimation of the
fractional volume associated with inter-bilayer domain,
namely, 1 = Sn/H = 5 X 10-3• These results suggest that the
ion reservoir of this model is more likely associated with
polar head groups that form the inter-bilayer hydrophilic do-
main within SC multilayers.
DISCUSSION
In this paper, several models for the transport oflarge ionized
molecules through the skin are considered. These include
transport through the skin appendages such as hair follicles
or sweat glands (appendageal route), or through the SC, ei-
ther entirely within the lipid lamellae bypassing the corneo-
cytes (lipid route), or crossing both the corneocytes and lipid
bilayers (lipid-corneocyte route). The relative contribution of
each route to the total ion transport depends on the applied
voltage. At low applied potential (U < 1 V), transport occurs
primarily through the appendageal pathway, involving elec-
tromigration through these macroscopic ducts. Ultimately,
however, the ionized molecule must cross the epithelial cell
membrane that lines the bottom of the duct. Preexisting leaks
and ion channels in these epithelial cell membranes are suf-
ficient to allow the passage of current, especially in the case
of small ions. In the region of intermediate potential (U ~
1 V), experimental results (Kasting and Bowman, 1990a, b)
suggest the possible electroporation of epithelial cell mem-
branes within the appendageal pores. As was shown by
Prausnitz et al. (1993), calcein flux through human skin in-
creased dramatically when the applied voltage exceeded
about 100 V. Bommannan et al. (1993, 1994) showed a sig-
nificant increase in skin transport ofvarious peptides after the
application of a single pulse of a few hundred volts. Simi-
larly, Vanbever et al. (1994) showed enhanced transport of
metaprolol through rat skin with pulses exceeding about 100
V. Activation of the appendageal pathway cannot explain
this effect, however, because saturation of electroporation in
the uni-Iamellar epithelial cell membranes must occur at a
lower voltage. It is possible, however, that enhanced per-
meability could result from electrically induced deformation
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of sweat glands (Edelberg, 1971). The consideration of this
mechanism, however, is beyond the scope of this paper. It is
reasonable to consider, therefore, the creation of new path-
ways at this relatively high voltage due to the electroporation
of SC lipids. Although the theory of lipid bilayer has been
developed (Abidor et aI., 1979; Glaser et aI., 1988; Chiz-
madzhev and Pastushenko, 1988; Freeman et aI., 1994), an
adequate description of the same phenomenon at the tissue
level is absent. For therapeutic applications, it is important
to elucidate not only the mechanism of skin electroporation
but also its effect on drug transport.
A quantitative theory of electroporative delivery of
charged molecules through the skin is presented here, which
is based upon a compartment model of the SC consisting of
both preexisting and electroinduced hydrophilic pathways.
Evidence obtained from a variety of studies (Oh et aI., 1993;
Potts and Francoeur, 1991) suggests that during transport
through skin, ionized molecules must cross lipid bilayers.
From electron microscopy and x-ray diffraction results
(Holbrook and Odland, 1974; Swartzendruber et aI., 1989;
Elias et aI., 1977; Bouwstra et aI., 1992), it can be concluded
that these lipids occur in multilamellar structures, found be-
tween corneocytes throughout the Sc. In addition, capaci-
tance (Oh et aI., 1993) and other results suggest that there are
on the order of 100 bilayers across the Sc. Although there
are no data on the "threshold" voltage for the bilayers with
lipid composition typical for SC, values near 0.5-1 V are
known for several model and cell membranes (Tsong, 1991;
Glaser et aI., 1988). Thus, it is reasonable to assume that 0.5
V across a single bilayer of the SC, or about 50 V total
potential difference across the skin will be sufficient for e1ec-
troporation of the Sc. In the models developed here, these
multi-lamellae serve to divide the SC into isolated compart-
ments. During high voltage electrotreatment, pores are in-
duced in these lipid domains and the compartments become
connected to form continuous, "open" hydrophilic pathways.
Several alternative versions of the transport model have
been developed. In one, the corneocyte is considered im-
permeable so that transport occurs only within SC lipids.
According to this model (the tortuous (lipid) route (desig-
nated t in Fig. 2 a», the slow transport process is electromi-
gration along the inter-bilayer hydrophilic pathways between
the polar head groups. Pores are then induced in the lipid
domains by the applied electric field (see Fig. 2 a, inset)
resulting in a continuous (albeit, highly tortuous) hydrophilic
pathway. It is assumed that the electric field has no effect on
the geometry or permeability of the inter-bilayer domains,
but it is of primary importance for electroinduced perme-
abilization of the lipid bilayers. In an alternative model (the
straight-through (lipid-corneocyte) model (designated s in
Fig. 2 a», the hydrophilic space of the SC is considered to
consist of ion reservoirs that are connected during electro-
treatment by pores induced in lipid bilayers (see Fig. 2 d).
It is assumed in this model that transport within each res-
ervoir is a fast process relative to electromigration through
porated boundary bilayers. Either corneocytes and/or inter-
bilayer, hydrophilic domains between these two reservoir
models is the accessible hydrophilic volume, which is much
greater in the case of the corneocytes.
In the tortuous (lipid) route, electrotreatment serves to per-
meabilize the lipid, especially boundary bilayers separating
the compartments, thereby creating a continuous, "open" hy-
drophilic pathway. The resultant pathway, which bypasses
the corneocytes, is characterized by a high tortuosity, which
increases the effective pathway length within the Sc. As a
consequence of the increased length, the effective electric
field is diminished, thereby reducing driving force of mi-
gration. The equivalent model is shown in Fig. 2 C, where the
effective pathway length (H) is increased by the tortuosity
(f3). Using this model, the concentration profile of ionized
molecules within the SC was evaluated after electrotreatment
conditions, which result in enhanced skin transport. An es-
timation of the characteristic times for diffusion and migra-
tion under these experimental conditions leads to the con-
clusion that electromigration is the more effective process.
In addition, during each pulse the concentration front moves
with constant velocity, whereas between pulses diffusional
broadening takes place. The evolution of the concentration
profile is illustrated in Fig. 5. These results show that under
the electrotreatment conditions considered, the front reaches
the outlet side of the SC in about 8 min, or after the appli-
cation of about 100 pulses. Diffusional broadening during
this time is relatively small so that the upper 80% of the SC
achieves the initial solution concentration Co- When the elec-
trotreatment is continued for a longer time, a periodic steady
pattern is established with oscillations of the concentration
profile at the outlet side of the SC. This oscillation is due to
alternating electromigration and diffusion. During the ap-
plication of the pulse, the front becomes very steep, whereas
during the pause, it shifts back as a result of diffusional re-
laxation, which leads to broadening of the profile (see curves
7 and 8 in Fig. 5). It should be mentioned that the boundary
condition [c = 0 at x = H; so called "sink" condition] is very
important for this kind of behavior.
In Electroporation ofSC Lipid Bilayers, using the tortuous
(lipid) model, flux densities on inlet and outlet sides of the
SC were considered for a single "open" pathway. Initially,
the transport process includes the movement of the concen-
tration front from the outer to inner surface of the Sc. During
this stage, transport into the SC occurs but efflux is negli-
gible. Ultimately, a periodic steady-state flux (of a single
pathway) is established, where at the inlet side of the SC, the
flux is migrational and follows E(t), whereas at the outlet
side, if "sink" conditions are maintained, the flux includes
only a diffusional component (Fig. 5). At steady state, the
average influx must equal the average efflux.
In calculating the flux density per unit of apparent surface
area, the theory of the reversible electroporation was used to
provide a description of the number of pathways as a function
of time (Electroporation of SC Lipid Bilayers). We assume
that the total density of "open" pathways is equal to the elec-
tropore density. The resultant description showed that the
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amplitude of the oscillations and the average flux density
increases during electrotreatment, but at longer times, it
reaches saturation because of both pore relaxation and a de-
creased voltage drop across the lipid bilayers during elec-
troporation (the "voltage divider" effect). After electrotreat-
ment, flux relaxation occurred because of both diffusional
and pore relaxation.
The results were obtained in a simplified model of the SC
where the tortuous (lipid) route was considered to be equiva-
lent to a straight pathway of greater length and uniform ra-
dius. In reality, the continuous hydrophilic pathway created
during electrotreatment is likely to be very nonhomoge-
neous, and is better described by pathways that have differing
lengths and radii. The stochastic properties of these pathways
will provide additional (and probably the main) input into
broadening of the concentration profile. Nevertheless, the
oscillatory nature of flux can be explained by the present
simplified model.
In Straight-Through (Lipid Comeocyte) Model, an ion res-
ervoir (lipid-comeocyte) model of the SC hydrophilic space
was considered. In this model, equilibration within the hy-
drophilic domain was considered to be rapid. The hydro-
philic domain in principle includes both the inner comeocyte
space and inter-bilayer gaps. If the comeocyte envelope is
impermeable for large charged particles (for example, cal-
cein), then only the inter-bilayer gaps serve as the ion res-
ervoir. These two cases are considered in the same formal-
ism, except for the differences in the free volume associated
with each. During electrotreatment, the reservoirs are con-
nected via pores induced in the SC lipid barriers. The dif-
fusional relaxation time in the compartments is estimated to
be about 0.01 s. This value is small compared with the char-
acteristic time of the reservoir filling due to electromigration
(tern ~ 0.6 s), estimated from typical values of the applied
field and the porated area of lipid multilayers that form the
main transport barrier. This estimation justifies the assump-
tion that the concentration within each compartment is ho-
mogeneous, decreasing in a step-like manner from one com-
partment to the next with increasing depth into the SC (Fig.
8). The concentration profile for this model also has a form
of propagating and broadening front, but its velocity depends
on time (Fig. 7). We do not consider the detailed time be-
havior of the front during periodic electrotreatment, but in-
troduce an equivalent average field and calculate the
smoothed response. The time to establish steady state de-
pends on two unknown parameters, the compartment free
volume (')') and porated area (f).
The steady-state flux for the straight-through (lipid-cor-
neocyte) model is described by Eq. 35, which coincides with
Eq. 21 for the tortuous (lipid) model. The significant dif-
ference between these models is that the electromigration
driving force is three orders of magnitude smaller in the lipid
model because, due to high tortuosity «(3 ~ 50), the effective
length is 50-fold greater than H, whereas the effective length
(00) in the straight-through (lipid-comeocyte) model is 40-
fold smaller than H. As a result, to obtain the same flux, the
porated area must be in three orders of magnitude greater in
the tortuous versus the straight-through model.
In Fitting of the Experimental Data to Theoretical Models,
the models described here were used to fit the experimental
results. From flux relaxation data (Fig. 9), a characteristic
time of about 16 min was found for both transport mecha-
nisms. This time was attributed to pore resealing after elec-
troporation. We cannot exclude, however, the possible role
of retention within the epidermis.
The most informative data to choose among the different
models proposed are the voltage dependencies of the flux at
the end of electrotreatment (Fig. 10). These results show that
the flux increases by several orders of magnitude in the range
25 V$. Us $. 100 V and with relatively little further increase
at higher potential. This kind of flux behavior is described
by equivalent scheme in Fig. 4. The current-voltage char-
acteristics of the system also include the steep and smooth
regions, albeit in a different range of voltage. The strong
dependence takes place at the potentials where Rx is a non-
linear function of voltage. From the impedance measure-
ments (Prausnitz et aI., 1993), it is clear that this effect occurs
at voltages smaller than Us: 50 V. After that, the first voltage
divider between Rb and Rs is practically linear, and Us can be
considered known voltage superimposed on the skin. For this
reason, in Fig. 10 the flux is plotted as a function of Us' which
depends on Rx'
The theoretical curves take into account a voltage divider
effect (see Eq. 4), so that with increasing applied voltage and,
hence, increasing electroporation, the resistance Re and po-
tential drop Ue decrease. As a consequence of the decreased
Ue, further electroporation is limited. Similar results have
been obtained for the electroporative calcein uptake by cells
(Prausnitz et aI., 1993; Wang et aI., 1992).
Although the.goodness-of-fit invariably increases with the
number of parameters, the parameters chosen here are con-
sistent with electroporation theory and the skin's structure
(Figs. 1 and 2) and the equivalent electrical circuit (Fig. 4).
Moreover, although general, the models predict the unique
nonlinear flux-voltage behavior seen experimentally. Fur-
ther, experimental work is required to understand the mo-
lecular details and thereby refine the model.
The most crucial fitting parameter in our procedure is pore
radius (r). The large pore radius (rl ~ 200 A) and fractional
area (It - 10-3) obtained for the tortuous (lipid) model rela-
tive to the values obtained for the straight-through model
(rs ~ 4 A,f. ~ 10 -6) suggests that the latter is a more realistic
description of electroinduced transport of ionized species
through the skin. In addition, the small value of the fractional
free volume (')' $. 10-2) indicates that inter-bilayer domains
are more probable candidates for calcein reservoirs. The re-
sults presented here suggest that enhanced transport through
human skin after high voltage electrotreatment can be ex-
plained by electroporation within SC lipids. Definitive
choice between tortuous and straight-through transport mod-
els awaits further experimental results.
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APPENDIX B
Electrodiffusion in the layer 0 < x < FI
Let us consider the electrodiffusion equation with the appropriate boundary
and initial conditions:
APPENDIX A
iJc iJ2c zeD!!: iJc
-=D-----
iJt iJx2 kT iJx
Electrodiffusion in a semi-infinite medium c(O, t) = co' c(H, t) = 0, t>O (Bl)
We will analyze the solution of the equation c(x,O) = 0, O<x<H.
iJc iJ2c zeD!!: iJc
-=D-----
iJt iJx2 kT iJx'
with boundary condition
(AI)
We shall consider first of all the stationary problem:
(B2)
c(O, t) = co' t>O (A2) where
and initial condition
c(x,O) = 0, x>O. (A3) The solution of (B2) can be written in the form
Let us write Eq. Al in the following form:
iJc iJ2c iJc
-=D--AD-'
iJt iJx2 iJx'
ze!!:
A = kT'
exp(Afi) - exp(Ax)
c,,(x) = Co (AH)- 1 .
exp -
Let
(B3)
Let us introduce the new function:
g(x, t) = c(x, t) - co'
c(x, t) = c,Jx) + g(x, t),
Then taking g(x, t) in the form
(B4)
This function satisfies Eq. Al and the conditions g(x, t) = g(x, t)exp(Ax + ILt), (BS)
g(O, t) = 0; g(x, 0) = -co' where
The solution can be presented in the form A = A/2;
g(x, t) = g(x, t)exp(Ax + ILt). (A4) we get
Using the Green function for the boundary problem (B6), its solution can
be presented in the form
Our aim is to reduce Eq. Al to a simpler form that does not contain a
migration term. Substituting (A4) into (AI), we get
(AS)
Taking A = A/2 and IL = -A2D/4, we obtain
g(x,O) = -g(x, o)exp( - ~)
g(O, t) = g(H, t) = O.
(B6)
(A6)
exp(AxJ2 - A 2Dt/4)
g(x, t) = - (4'lTD t)l/2
(A7) I fl 00 [ { (x - 2kH - X')2 }. L exp-o k~-oo 4Dt (B7)
This solution corresponds to propagation of concentrational front with ve-
locity equal to ezIY-/kT and simultaneous broadening of this front due to
diffusion with characteristic length of the order of (Dt)I/2. The resulting c(x, t) behavior is shown in Fig. 5 for several moments of time.
{
(x - 2H + X')2}] ( Ax')
-exp - 4Dt exp - 2 c,,(x') dx'.
(B8)I fl [ { (x - X')2 } {(X + X')2 }. exp - --- -exp - ---o 4Dt 4Dt
- exp{ - (x - Z:t+ X')2} }xp ( - ~' )c,,(X') dx'.
for the case of a strong electric field Ali» 1 and for t "" H/AD, with rather
good accuracy, we may leave only three terms in the series in (B7) and obtain
an approximate solution:
exp(AxJ2 - A 2Dt/4)
g(x, t) = - (4'lTDt)l/2
(A9)
(A8)
( zef!:x ) [ (ze!!:Dt + XkT) ]+ coexp k.T 1 - erj kT. (2Dt)l/2 '
g(O, t) = 0, t> o.
[
ze!!:t - XkT]
c(x, t) = coerf kT. (2Dt)l/2
The solution of (A6)-(A8) may be written as
where
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tends to the stationary profile described by Eq. B3.
zeED
v=--
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